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1 EXECUTIVE SUIMIVARY

1.1 lntroduction

The purpose of this report is to recommend a preferred Procurement Strategy for the proposed New Museum at

Parramatta. This report will outline alternate procurement options, the strengths and weaknesses of each option, the

requirements of MAAS that will influence the procurement strategy and which option will ultimately best serve the

requirements of MAAS.

1.2 Approach and Methodology

The Procurement Strategy is described in the following sections:

. Approach to Procurement Strategy Options Assessment

- Describes the approach and methodology adopted for assessing the procurement strategy options for the
MAAS Final Business Case.

. Project Characteristics - Data Gathering

- Describes the key project characteristics that will drive the selection of the most appropriate procurement

strategy for the MAAS project allowing the Project's unique characteristics to be the driver of the selection
of the most appropriate procurement model.

r Assessment Criteria

- Outlines the assessment criteria to be applied in qualitative analysis in determining the recommended
procurement strategy.

r Model Validation

- Summarises and validates each of the identified procurement models and nominates those considered
viable for further evaluation;

r Risk

- Describes the major risks and appropriate risk transfer in major social infrastructure projects;

. Assessment of Evaluation Criteria

- Describes and assesses the specific considerations in assessing each evaluation criteria and presents the
relevant project information for tr/AAS; and

o Recommendation

Describes the preferred procurement model and specific considerations for the commercial structure of
the strategy.
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1.3 Scope and Analpls of Limitations

This Procurement Strategy aims to identifu the optimal procurement model for use in the delivery of the New Museum at

Parramatta. The need for a Procurement Plan is consistent with the requirements of the NSW Treasury Guidelines for Capital

Business Cases TPP 08-05, which requires the development of a proposed procurement strategy that identifies the most

effective way of achieving the objectives of a project thus enabling that procurement model to act as the proxy for the

determination of procurement costs within the investment case. For clarity, and in accordance with the business case

guidelines the procurement strategy within this investment case does not consider private finance or bundled options such

as Public Private Partnership Models (PPP).

A detailed Procurement Options Assessment (POA), that considers PPP viability, will be developed after the investment

decision has been ratified by Government and a resource allocation has been made based on the merit, value for money and

priority of the proposal. The POA will be coordinated under the direction of the NSW Treasury lnfrastructure & Structured

Finance Unit and the MAAS project governance and consider questions of affordability and viability within Governments

investment program.

1.4 Procurement Anatlcis

1.4.1 Project Characterrstics

The commitment by the New South Wales (NSW) Government to develop the Museum of Applied Arts and Sciences in

Parramatta is an extraordinary social and cultural enhancement opportunity. lt provldes a once-in-a-generation investment

opportunity to support the both the economic and cultural growth and development of one of the fastest evolving regions in

NSW and Australia, to deliver on the NSW Government's strategic priorities in supporting the arts and culture sector.

lmportantly the investment will underpin the future sustainability and success of MAAS ensuring that MAAS remains a

premier cultural institution within NSW, Nationally and lnternationally.

1.4.1 Procurernentapproachesconsrdered

The Procurement options assessed in this report are as follows:

o Traditional Construct Only;

r Design and Construct (including variants such as Early Contractor lnvolvement ECl, and Guaranteed Maximum

Price mechanisms);

. Managing Contractor; and

r DBM.

ln accordance with NSW Treasury policy PPP (bundled PFI approaches), are not to be considered at Final Business Case. The

analysis and decision for delivering a project through private financing or similar procurement methods will be considered

separately by Government after it has made its investment decision, that is, it has been proven that a proposal has merit,

and fits within Governments policy and investment priorities. Accordingly this analysis is limited to unbundled procurement

approaches only. Notwithstanding where appropriate, commentary and analysis has been included as to raise issues and

risks associated with time critical implications and uniqueness of project for any future PPP procurement options analysis

considerations - refer section 1.3 above.
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1.5 Conclusion and Recommendatlon

A Design, Novation and Construct model (with ECI and GMP levers) has been identified as the preferred and recommended

procurement strategy lforthe MAAS project.

This model represents the most appropriate procurement strategy as it delivers key benefits of early contractor involvement,

design and briefing flexibility and a strong cost control and risk transfer framework. On the balance the proposed

procurement strategy, if it adopts well designed risk transfer mechanisms, provides the project with the best framework to

manage specific project requirements of:

- Operational Requirements & Flexibility;

- Scale and Complexity including commercial opportunities;

- Risk Management and Transfer;

- Cost certainty;

- Time certainty;

- Politicalconsiderations;

- Stakeholder considerations; and

- Quality including brand protection and innovation outcomes,

The use of the model will also allow for a staged development and construction processes, which can enable achievement of

MAAS' programme objectives.
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2 PURPOSE OF PROCUREIVIENT STRATEGY OPTIONS ASSESSIVENT

2.1 Purpose

The Purpose of this report is to present the assessment of viable procurement strategy options to deliver MAAS and provide

recommendation as to a preferred option. The discussion provides analysis under the following key areas:

o definition of the methodology to analyse procurement approaches available;

r consideration the project characteristics and their implications on procurement approaches;

. design of a procurement approach that addresses the specific requirements of the project with consideration to:

- Operational Requirements & Flexibility;

- Scale and Complexity including commercial opportunities;

- Risk Management and Transfer;

- Cost certainty;

- Time certainty;

- Politicalconsiderations;

- Stakeholderconsiderations

- Quality including brand protection and innovation outcomes; and

. recommend a preferred procurement strategy to take forward into the MAAS, final business case.

2.2 Scope of Anatpis and Limitations

There are a number of procurement models available to be selected to cover the delivery of the MAAS infrastructure and

assets, aswell associated hard and softfacilities managementservices. Potential procurementapproachescan be broadly

separated into two key groups, those that bundle infrastructure and services procurement together (bundled procurement

approaches commonly called Public Private Partnerships (PPP) and those that do not (unbundled procurement approaches).

Within these two categories there exists a spectrum of options or derivations of procurement, from traditional public sector

procurement through a range of models with progressively increasing private sector involvement are available.

ln accordance with NSW Treasury policy PPP (bundled PFI approaches), are notto be considered at Final Business Case. The

analysis and decision for delivering a project through private financing or similar procurement methods will be considered

separately by Government after it has made its investment decision, that is, it has been proven that a proposal has merit, is a

priority and it is value for money. Accordingly this analysis is limited to unbundled procurement approaches only.

Notwithstanding where appropriate, commentary and analysis has been included as to raise issues and risks associated with

time critical implications and uniqueness of project for any future PPP procurement options analysis considerations.
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2.2.1, Policy and Guidelines

This analysis considers the following NSW Government and National policy and guidelines:

r NSW Treasury Guidelines for Capital Business Cases TPP 08-05;

r NSW Government's Procurement Policy TPP04-01;

. New South Wales Government Procurement System for Construction; Procurement Practice Guide, Contracts

used for construction projects;

r NSW Public Private Partnership Guidelines (NSW Treasury,2012); and

r National PPP Guidelines.

2.3 ProcurementApproaches Considered

The following models are discussed in subsequent sections:

Delivery models, including:a

- Model 1: Construct Only;

- Model 2: Design and Construct (and varients);

- Model 3: Construction Management;

- Model4: Project Alliancing;

- Model 5: Managing Contractor; and

- Model 6: Design Build Maintain (DBM).

PPP and PFI models are not considered as part of the report refer 1.2 above and are noted as being considered by

Government post investment decision. Such models include:

- Model 6: Design, Build, Maintain;

- Model 7: Design, Build, Finance, Maintain;

- Model 8: Design, Build, Operate; and

- Model 9: Design, Build, Finance, Operate.

2.4 Goremance and Methodological Conslderations

To ensure critical consideration was provided to the procurement strategy a Procurement Working Group (PWG) was

established. This group was convened to facilitate the analysis and recommendation of a preferred procurement strategy to

be provided to project governance to endorse for inclusion in the MAAS final business case.

The PWG consists of:

r Andrew Elliot

o Michael Parry

. Amy Simpson

r Tim McCue

o Anna Cuthbertson

r Eugenie Finn

Director of Corporate Resources & Chief Fina nce Officer

Director MAAS Parramatta Project

MAAS Parramatta Project Officer

CEO, Johnstaff

Project Director, Johnstaff

Business Case Lead, Johnstaff

Other project stakeholders such as NSW Treasury and members of the MAAS Board of Trustees were consulted as part of the

development of the procurement strategy.
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The purpose of the Procurement Working Group was to investigate, assess and recommend and appropriate procurement

methodology for the delivery of the project within the project objectives and timeframes. The PWG has:

. established suitable criteria for assessing procurement methodologies within the limltatlons of this report;

r identify and assess possible procurement strategies suitable for the delivery of the MAAS project;

. consider delivery options with respect to impacts on operational requirements and flexibility, scale and

complexity, risk, cost certainty, time certainty, political considerations, market capability,.stakeholder

considerations and quality of outcomes;

. develop a detailed procurernent strategy report examining the advantages and disadvantages of each delivery

method, including resulting risks and benefits to Government;

r provide a recommended procurement strategy for endorsement by the MAAS project governance; and

. refer information as required, for the procurement strategy to be included in the Final Business Case for the

MAAS project.

2.5 Disclaimer

This Report may be relied upon by MAAS and the State for the purpose of determining an appropriate procurement strategy

for inclusion in the Final Business Case. The procurement strategy will allow a baseline cost analysis to be considered as part

of the financial analysis included within the FBC. Should Government consider other procurement options post its

investment decision procurement costs should be fully analysed as part of a Procurement Options Assessment (POA).

Johnstaff disclaims all liability to any party other than the State for all costs, loss, damage and liability that a third party may

suffer or incur arising from or relating to or In any way connected with the provision of the analysis and recommendations of

this report. lf others choose to rely on or alter this report in any way they do so at their own risk.

The information contained in the Report is, in part, based on information and explanations provided to us by MAAS, NSW

Treasury and other project stakeholders. Johnstaff have also relied on our expertise in capital procurement In preparation of

this Report.
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3 APPROACH TO PROCUREIVIENT STRATEGY OPTIONS

ASS ESS IVI E NT

The approach and methodology adopted for assessing the procurement strategy options for the MAAS Final Business Case

adapts a methodology that has been developed and applied on a number of recent NSW major infrastructure projects and

which has been derived from the methodology set out within the Notionol PPP Guidelines.

This methodology details a five-step decision making process for Procurement Strategy Options Analysis, as outlined in

Figurel.

Figure 7: Procurement Strategy Selection Methodology

Objectives

Risks

Unique project
characteristics

Agency & market capability

. Consider suitability of:
.Traditional
. D&C and variants
.Construction

Management
.Alliance
. Managing contractor
.Other

. What precedent exists for
the Project?

.Whatdoesthe market
think?

.Which model bestachieves .Structure preferred model
requirements and . Consider risk
objectives and reduces .Approvals
risks? . Gateway review

i
l

I

l

i

I

Each step is discussed further in following sections.

3.1 Data Gathering

Within the Notionol PPP Guidelines, the following items require consideration within the data gathering step:

Project Objectives;

The Operationa I Requirements;

Project Risks;

Project Characteristics;

Agency Capability; and

Market Analysis.

Data gathering was primarily conducted as a precursor to commencement of the procurement strategy definition, with some

final aspects of data gathering presented within this report.

Overall MAAS objectives, as described in Section 4.!are used as the project objectives as they provide requirements against

which the procurement strategy must satisfi/ strategic outcomes. Project risk are also presented within the FBC and

described fully in the MAAS Risk Monagement Plon1.

, MAAS: Risk Management Plan, September 2106.

a

a

a

Str:p ?: Shorilist cleirvery
m rrdeJs

Step 4' Delvery mr;del
oLriions anaiysls

Step 5: Preferter.i
Jelrvery mod:Step 1: Ddta gatherrng Slep lr ValiCdlion
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Project characteristics describe the aspects of the project which will inform the selection of a procurement model. Relevant

project characteristics are identifled in the FBC and other planning documentation, with Section 4.4 summarising project

characteristics relevant to the procurement strategy.

Agency capability involves confirmation of the skills and resources available and/or required to deliver the project. This has

been conducted through an understanding of NSW Department of Justice as an agency that has gained significant major

project delivery experience through of a large number of similar assets and social infrastructure developments.

The data gathering step also involves the conduct of market sounding, to gain an understanding of market capability and its

appetite for various procurement models.

3.2 ldentification of Procurement Models

The full range of potential procurement models for the project should be identified as the next step within the options

assessment. This includes analysing the full spectrum of unbundled procurement options available for the delivery of MAAS.

This step is conducted in Attachment A.

3.3 Validation

An important step in the assessment of procurement models is the validation of the analysis carried out on each model. The

Natlonal PPP Guidelines recommends that this firstly be done through the consideration of benchmark projects, Referring to

other example projects can assist with the determination of the market's ability to manage risks associated with the project,

and may also inform how the project can.be structured to ensure the best possible outcome.

Validation of the potential procurement models identified for the MAAS project is conducted in Section 6.1.

3.4 Delivery ModelOptlons furatysis

The fourth step of the process analyses the various delivery model options availa ble in order to find the model whlch best

achieves the identified objectives, including the effective allocation of risk.

All options are assessed qualitatively against a defined set of assessment criteria outlined in Section 8.9. From the qualitative

assessment and ranking of options a preferred option is identified and selected as the recommended procurement strategy.

3.5 Prefened Delivery Model

This is the final step in identifying the appropriate procurement strategy. lt Involves developing the preferred model based

on the analysis conducted in the previous step. The model is then structured and tailored to meet any individual

requirements of the project.
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4 PROJECT CHARACTERISTICS _ DATA GATHERING

This Section details the key project characteristics that will drive the selection of the most appropriate procurement strategy

for the MAAS project. The data gathering process allows the Project's unique characteristics to be the driver of the selection

of the most appropriate procurement model(s) though assessment of these characteristics agalnst the assessment criteria as

developed at Section 8.

Specific project characteristics include:

4.1 Pmject Objectives

The following endorsed project objectives have been developed as a summary of the intended purpose and character of the

New Museum and to provide direction in decision making with respect to the project.

r Creation of an architecturally iconic, and world-leading museum for the future

- A contemporary museum that facilitates both physical and digital museum experiences through
persona lisation, innovation, tech nology, knowledge sharing and exchange platforms

- World-class education and research facilities embedding interactive technology

- Embed more of our world-class collection at the heart of the New Museum, while maintaining

international best practice storage, safety and care for this collection

. Enhance Accessibility and Sustainability

Maximise audience engagement to our collections and programs, physically and digitally, by including free

and low-cost access

Develop a sustainable MAAS operating model that increases and diversifies access to alternative revenue

streams

Optimise our Tra nsition

Utilise robust delivery strategies that minimise disruption to operations at Powerhouse ltuiuseum whilst
enabling a seamless transition to the New Museum;

lmplement sophisticated digital, programmatic and planning strategies that will enable business continuity
during the development and transition to the New Museum;

a Maximise the opportunity of our new place

Be the anchor to a vibrant cultural hub

Supports government's strategies to extend Sydney's cultural offerings to Western Sydney as described in

Create in NSW: The NSW Arts & Cultural Policy Framework, the NSW State lnfrastructure Strategy Update

and the Rebuilding NSW Plan.
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4.2 The Operational Requirements

The New Museum at Parramatta will create a new State institution comparable in scale to the current Powerhouse Museum

and will provide the level of service expected of an international, modern and innovative museum. Centralto the provision

of the museum experience is the management and ongoing care and maintenance and development of the tr/AAS collection,

which will be a shared function between the New Museum at Parramatta and the Museums Discovery Centre at Castle Hill.

Museums are not a 'set and forget'. By its nature the New Museum will be an ever evolving and changing building. The

spaces within must accommodate a cyclic program changes, and will themselves physically change with each program. The

MAAS' in-house staff work year round on development and physical realization of the exhibitions, educational programs and

events, as well as working day-to-day to ensure optimal visitor experiences.

The Museum standard operating hours are 10am - 5pm seven days per week. These times vary dependent upon special

events and certain spaces such as cafd/restaurant, auditoriums, function spaces and the Omnimax will operate outside of

these hours. Back of house operations, including collection management, conservation and curatorial activities are

undertaken during usual business hours.

4.3 Project Rlsb

A detailed analysis of the New Museum risk profile is detailed within the MAAS Risk Report. The following project specific

risks have been identified as those which may influence the project procurement strategy:

r Site constraints including;

- The flood prone nature of the site affecting construction activities and the built form;

- Contaminated (low level) fill on site that will have to be removed.

- Given the projected construction in Parramatta in the next 5+ years, adjacent construction projects may

negatively impact construction activities (access, site amenity etc.).

r Heritage constraints including;

- The heritage items on site (Willow Grove and St Georges Terraces) and the unknown conservation strategy

for these items;

- The possibility of archaeological finds on site, which may delay construction works.

. Urban Planning: the value and scale of the project will require a State Significant development application.

. Programme: the strong desire to commence this project during this electoralterm, and public announcements

made that indicate the New Museum will commence operations in2022.

. Collection and Logistics Planning: The construction process will require significant interface with the collections

and logistics body of work. This includes consideration to the movement of large scale objects and the staging of

construction works.

. Commercial Options: The possibility that additional 'commercial opportunities' may be constructed on site that

are not part of the Museum, this may lead to access issues and/or interface with other contractors.
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4.4 Project Characterlstics - Size, Scale and Complexfi

4.4.1 Cultural lnstitution - Unique Aspects

MAAS is Australia's contemporary museum for excellence and innovation in applied arts and sciences and commands a

unique place at the intersection of science, technology, design and the arts. MAAS is a unique institution, it is acknowledged

internationally for the calibre of its collection, scholarship and exhibitions. The collection broadly spans applied arts and

science disciplines and provides a comBrehensive insight into Australia as a rich and diverse country. There is estimated to be

well over 500,000 separate items in the Museum's collection, which is in high demand with active regional, national and

international loan and touring programs.

MAAS is a public museum operated by the NSW Government. l\zlAAS was established under the Museum of Applied Arts and

Sciences Act 1945 (NSW) (MAAS Act). The MAAS Act requires the Museum to "effectively minister to the needs and demands

of the community in any or all branches of applied science and art and the development of industry by:

the display of selected objects arranged to illustrate the industrial advance of civilisation and the development
of inventions and manufactures;

the promotion of craftsmanship and artistic taste by illustrating the history and development of the applied
arts;

iii. lectures, broadcasts, films, publications and other educational means;

iv. scientific research; or

any other means necessary or desirable for the development of the natural resources and manufacturing
industries of New South Wales."

ln order to fulfil its obligations under the MAAS Act, the museum not only displays its collection to the public, but also

provides a venue for:

r Tourlng Exhibitions;

r Workshops;

r Educationalexperiences;

. Conservation and collection storage;

r Performance;

. Forums/conferences;

r Special events

The bespoke nature of the New Museum, requires a procurement methodology that is adequately flexible to respond to the

challenges that will be faced during the design, construction and commissioning of this unique facility. The procurement

methodology will also require sufficient user group input during the design phase from museum curators and exhibition and

content designers to ensure that the museum spaces are both appropriate and complementary to the types of exhibitions

and objects displayed by MAAS.

t.

il.
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Government has committed to the development of the New Museum at Parramatta that is an iconic, world-class facility.

Architecture and the Built Environment is one of MAAS'eight disciplines, and as such the New Museum must embody design

excellence in its built form. Whilst design excellence will be achieved through the design competition process, the quality of

the final built form must be of the highest standard. Failing to achieve design excellence and the development of a well-

executed building is one of the greatest risks to the project and is of great reputational significance to MAAS as an entity that

promotes and embodies innovation and craftsmanship.

The procurement methodology selected should enable MAAS to retain control of the design process, but also enable early

input from building construction professionals to provide advice on the buildability aspects of what is expected to be an

innovative and unique design solution.

4.4.2 Quality

4.4.3 Time

The NSW Government have made a commitment that the New Museum at Parramatta will indicatively open in2022.The

achievement of commencing these site works on time is considered an imperative action in order to demonstrate a

commitment to the Parramatta and wider NSW communities. ln order to ensure that these commitments are kept it is

suggested that a procurement methodology that allows these goals to be accelerated would be advantageous in order to

ensure an on time project delivery.

r Due to the bespoke nature of the design requirements the project may encounter delays resulting in cost

reconciliation and re-briefing activities. Extensive design user groups will be therefore utilised and a procurement

methodology that allows flexibility for concurrent activity occurrence will be advantageous.

The copocity to run concurrent octivities qnd the copocity to commence early works will mitigote the risk of delay events, ond

the impoct of escolotion on the limited (pre-determined) project budget.

4.4.4 Cost

The New Museum is a maior proiect as the estimated project value 
";-. 

The project funding allocation will be determined by

the outcome of Government's investment decision, and therefore funding and budget certainty is a major consideration for the

procurement model selected .The limited budget provided certainty Design and Construct and Fixed Lump sum procurement models may

limit the viability of these models.

Maximurh value for money will be required of the project to ensure maintenance of the budget, and a high standard of build quality. To

this end a procurement methodology that allows contractor involvement in the design and value management process whilst pricing the

project risk would be advantageous.
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4.4.5 DesignCompetition

A detailed strategy for the design competition process and timelines is being developed by MAAS. This Procurement Strategy considers the

impact of a design competition with respect to the risks and time impact of the competition process, and the requirement for the
preferred procurement to respond to and mitigate such issues.

The architectural design competition should be conducted in accordance with the Director General Design Excellence Guidelines prepared

by the Department of Planning; and Design Competition Fact Sheet prepared by Parramatta City Council.

The Director General guidelines specify two levels of design competitions that can be employed to ensure design excellence, as detailed

below:

an invited competition is where the Proponent invites a minimum three shortlisted architectural firms to respond to the

competition brief; or

an open competition, which is particularly useful for landmark buildings, requires a call for an Expression of lnterest (EOl) to

approximately three to six architectural firms who will provide an initial response to the design brief. The Panel will select a

shortlist of firm who will be invited to prepare detailed designs in response to the final competition brief.

The benchmark timeframe to run a design competition is between 6 and 18 months, and will indicatively comprise the following steps

Figure 2

'4gf,fltfs$..p.rwr,Dg.q.olfflc...tri{o4otBl,q,*r,rta!sv..rlp-qqtlncoorpclilbn: 8ii.{fl,st lidlrhltr[. pmcai i,iu bc codndcdirlly fid ct rh[tsd

thp 2
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'r.::-

It is intended that the design competition will be undertaken via a two stage process comprising an open EOI followed by an invited

submission from shortlisted EOI respondents. The design competition submissions will be required to fully conform with the competition

briefs and it is recommended that the respondents also be required to provide costed schemes (by a quantity surveyor) that can be

reviewed by the State's technical committees.

It is anticipated thatthe design competition will result in the State contracting with an architectural consultant only. All other engineering

and associated technical disciplines will be procured by the State through a competitive procurement process. The State may choose to

novate the architectural and technical consultants to the building contractor, following the finalisation of detailed design. This would

enable the contractor to be responsible for the management of the design finalisation.

The design competitions represents benefits to the project in that it is likely to yield a better design outcomes and will enable the

achievement of design excellence and uplift in site FSR. The risks associated with a competition include the cost associated with

remuneration of teams, risks to project budget if cost parameters aren't observed by participants, the time to run the competition and the

resources required to manage a transparent and rigorous process in line with probity requirements.

a

o

t
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Many of the issues associated with a design competition can be mitigated through the development of a robust briefing document and the

assistance ofadequate legal, probity and technical advisors. Earlydecisions regarding the vesting ofintellectual property, contractual

relationships and requirements for novation will mitigate delays to the programme post competition.

The evaluation within this strategy considers the suitability of each methodology to respond to the requirements of a design competition,

such as the capacity to conduct early works packages, capacity to provide advice on the buildability of concept options, the staging of

works packages, and the novation od the design team (if required).

4.4.6 Design and Staging Considerations

A procurement methodology that enables the staging of design, development and works packages would be advantageous given the

following specific requirements of the New Museum project:

a

a

a

The provision of an early works development application will reduce the risk involved in the demolition of the heritage item

and accelerate the State Significant Development (SSD) application that will be lodged following the design competition;

A staged approach will enable the demolition of existing items on site, the removal of contamination, and early investigative

works that may be required due to archaeological finds on site;

A staged design process will enable the commencement of construction/site works whilst detailed user group consultation

occurs to inform the detailed design development;

Specific design requirements or considerations that may be required as part ofthe broader cultural precinct development;

Specific design and/or construction requirements that may result from the inclusion of additional commercial opportunities on

site.

o

4.4.7 Early Works

Engagement with the NSW Department of Planning and Environment has confirmed that the New Museum project may be delivered via

a two stage State Significant Development (55D) Application through which an Early Works DA may be sought. This process would require

an application for a DA for enabling and demolition works based on current concept planning. A DA may be sought in this manner so long

as the final design for the main works DA submission is not inconsistent with the original concept plan for which the early works DA was

sought.

The Early Works DA submission may be sought independent from the design competition process described above and would enable
program efficiencies. An early works package can be undertaken by the same contractor engaged to undertake the main works package,

or a smaller contractor may be procured to undertake the smaller early works package to avoid costs associated with Tier 1 contractors.

The undertaking of an early works package will significantly de-risk the site, and will provide certainty around civil works, contamination

and heritage issues to enable greater cost certainty at the time of pricing the main works package.

4.4.8 PoliticalCommitments

On 25 February 2015, the NSW Premier, The Hon. Mike Baird MP, and the NSW Deputy Premier and Minister for the Arts, The Hon. Troy

Grant MP, jointly announced that the Powerhouse Museum would be relocated to Parramatta. The announcement coincided with the

launch of Create in NSW: The NSW Arts & Culturol Policy Fromework 2015 the NSW Government's 10 year policy framework for supporting

the development ofthe NSW arts and cultural sector.2

2 'Powerhouse powers into Parramatta: S30 million to grow Western Sydney Arts Precinct,'26th February 2015,

https://www. nsw.gov.au/media-releases-oremier/powerhouse-oowers-parra matta-30-million-srow-western-svdnev-arts-precinct.
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Following a site options analysis and the preparation of the Preliminary Business Case, it was announced that the NSW Government had

chosen the Riverbank Site in Pirramatta as the preferred location for MAAS at Parramatta.3

Government has determined that the final design of this world-class cultural institution will be determined by a design competition. The

site is expected to deliver a vibrant and exciting community hub that can be easily accessed and enjoyed day and night.

The requirement for a design competition will encourage the recommendation of a preferred procurement methodology that can suitably

incorporate this process and its outcomes.

4.5 Agency Capability

The NSW Government Procurement Board's Agency Accreditation Scheme for Procurement prescribes the requirements for

agencies undertaking capital works projects. The scheme determines an agency's capacity to undertake different levels of
procurement based on its assessed capability.

The Department of Justice is accredited under the Agency Accreditation Scheme for the planning phase of projects and its

Prison Bed Capacity Program, is accredited for the planning and delivery phases of projects. The Prison Bed Capacity

Program, that is currently delivering 53.8 billion in capital works, has recently become Justice lnfrastructure, an entlty that

will be responsible for the delivery of all projects within the Department of Justice portfolio.

Based upon the current complexity and value of projects being delivered by Justice lnfrastructure it is anticipated that the

agency has the requisite capability and capacity to mariage and deliver an effective, efficient and value money procurement

of the New Museum.

4.5 MarketAnalysls

The market analysis considers components such as the size and capacity of available contractlng parties to participate in

design, construction, and potentially maintenance of a project of this scale and complexity. The depth of market will be

affected will be affected by the following characteristics of the individual project and proposed procurement model:

r Location;

o Size and profile of facility;

r Commercialstructure;

r Time, Cost and Quality parameters; and

. Local market dynamics and competitive assessment.

The primary project aspect affecting the market for construction contractors is the size of project. With an estimated capital

cost of ! (or potentially higher if an integrated commercial facilities of larger scale are included in the proposal) this

limits the potential builders to Tier 1 builders.

The potential pool of Tier 1 builders is shown in Tablel.

3 'New home chosen for the Powerhouse Museum,' 11th April 2016, https://www.nsw.gov.au/media-releases-premier/new-home-

chosen-powerhouse-m useum
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Table TTier 7 Builders

Lend Lease Group 57.71billion
Abigroup; and

Baulderstone

Brookfi eld Asset Management s41.9 billion Brookfield Multiplex

CIMIC Group S11.67 billion

CPB Contractors (formerly Leighton

Contractors)

Thiess

Although the site is a brownfield site, and is located in a metropolitan not remote area, the impediments to builder

participation are limited. However, as shown in Table 1, the pool of builders of sufficient size to take on the MAAS project is

stable and suitable as to achieve competitive tension. Whilst Tier 2 builders could be considered their performance and

capacity when considered against the size, scale and complexity would increase the overarching contracting risk profile.
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5 ASSESSIVI ENT CRITERIA

ln order to conduct an assessment of the potential procurement strategy models, a number of assessment criteria were

developed by the PWG. These criteria are developed based on criteria adopted in other major NSW Government

procurement strategy assessments and elements within the National PPP Guidelines and align with the overall MAAS project

objectives. The following.section outlines the assessment criteria to be applied in qualitative analysis in determining the

recommended procurement strategy.

5.1 Criteria A Operatlonal Requiremenb & Flexibility

This criteria considers the operational needs will vary over the lifetime of the MAAS facility. This assessment criteria

evaluates how readily each procurement model allows for operational flexibility, both in terms of physical changes to the

asset and changes in the delivery ofservices.

5.2 Crtteria B: Scale and Complexlty

The size and scale of project may affect how efficiently certain procurement models can be used. Generally, more complex

procurement models are unlikely to be appropriate for projects of small scale or value, with increasing transaction cost and

complexity of application rendering them unsuitable for smaller projects. This criteria assesses how the procurement model

can be efficiently delivered given the project size.

5.3 Criteria C: Risk Management and Transfer

Achieving optimal risk transfer is the foundational goalfor a public sector project. 'Optimal', in this sense, refers to the

allocation of risk to the party which is most appropriately placed to manage it. This objective measures the degree to which

this is achieved, assessing what risk allocation is able to be achieved and how effective and efficient the model is at

transferring the key project risks.

An optimal risk transfer does not necessarily translate to the transfer of all risk from the State to the private sector. Each risk

should be considered on a case-by-case basis and carefully evaluated as to where it is most appropriately housed, As public

and private parties have different costs for dealing with each risk, the more appropriate party to manage a particular risk can

be determined through the party which has a lower cost of managing it effectively.

5.4 Criteria D: Cost Certainty

Budget certainty is a key consideration for Government, as it allows accurate projection forward estimates and other forward

looking budgets. Procurement models will vary in their ability to provide budget certainty dependent on the scope of

services included and the contractual nature of the procurement model. This criteria assesses the ability of each

procurement model to provide budget certainty over the full project life.

5.5 Criteria E: fime Certainty

This objective measures the ability of a procuiement model to meet project objective timelines and other announced proiect

delivery commitments or nuances such as design competition possibilities.
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5.5 Criteria F: Stakeholder Considerations

Thls objective measures the ability of a procurement model to be flexible enough to respond to stakeholder and political

considerations such as inter agenry collaboration, political commitments, site selection and activation uncertainty and

commercial demands. lt also considers how the procurement model may affect any workforce requirements, it is critical to

assess the likely impact of any changes to the workforce environment. This criteria considers how the workforce

environment allows the procurement model to be deployed with an appropriately risk mitigated strategy.

5.7 Crtteria G: Ma*et Capability and lnterest

This objective measures both the depth of capability in the market, and the interest that potential market participants have

in being part of a project that utilises a particular procurement model. A certain level of market depth is necessary for any

project to be viable, as this ensures competitive tension during the tender process, driving offers of real value. This objective

looks at the market sectors relevant to each procurement model, and the depth and capability within the market to respond

to that specific model.

5.8 Criteria H: Quality

This objective considers how the procurement strategy may influence elements such as brand reputation, uniqueness of the

design and construction response and how the procurement would be able to respond to changes or late modifications in

quality to respond to management requirements of MAAS.

5.9 Weighting of Assessment Criteria

Each of the assessment criteria identified above will be of differing importance, which must be considered within the overall

assessment. To determine the relative weighting of each assessment criteria, a pairwise assessment is conducted. Using the

methodology described in the following section, each criteria is assigned a relative weighting that can be used to develop an

overall qualitative assessment score for each procurement model.

5.9.1 IMethodology

Pairwise comparison analysis is completed by constructing a table which shows each objective on the horizontaland vertical

axes. Objectives are only evaluated against each other once, so the redundant sections of the table are shaded out. Table 2

shows the pairwise comparison analysis for each objective. Each objective is allocated a letter from A to H and the relevant

importance is ranked between one and nine, with nine representing the greatest importance disparity.

The analysis is conducted by comparing the objective in the vertical axis with that in the horizontal axis. The more important

objective is reflected by the letter in the cell and the disparity in importance between the two objectives is reflected by the

numeric score in the cell. The resulting weights are based on the principal eigenvector of the decision matrix. Results are

described below.
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Table [2J: Poirwise Comparison Ana\tsis Decision Matrix

Tobte 7

c

A: Operational

Requirements

& Flexibility

B: Scale and

Complexity

C: Rlsk

Management

& Transfer

0.20 1.00

4.00 5.00 2.00 1.00 4.00 5.00 2.00

1.00 1.00 1.00 1.00 5.00 0.50

A D E F G H

4.00 1.00

0.25

D: Cost

Certainty

E: Time

Certainty

F: SEkeholder

Considerations

G: Market

Capability and

lnterest

H: Quality

0.50 1.00 0.s0 1.00 1.00

0.33 3.00 4.00 1.000.50 1.00 2.00 1

1.00 1.00 1.00 3.00 i 3,00 4.00 2.oo

0.25 1.00 2.00 0.33 0.33 1

0.20 o.20 1.00 0.25 0.25 025

0.50 2.00 1.00 1.00 0.50 1.00 4.00
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5.9.2 Results

When the pairwise analysis conducted above is collated, weightings are produced for each criteria. The weightings shown in

Table 3 are obtained through the pairwise analysis.

Table j: Weighting of Assessment Criterio

Toble 2

A Operational Requirements & Flexibility 2oo/o

\l/cighungCriteria ilescriptron

B Scale and Complexity 70%

C Risk Management and Transfer 8o/o

D Cost Certainty 75o/o

E Time Certainty 20o/o

F Stakeholder Considerations 8%

G Market Capability and lnterest 4o/o

H Quality 75o/o

The weightings shown in Table 3 are used in the qualitative assessment to determine an overall weighted score for each

procurement model against the criteria.
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6 TMODEL VALIDATION

Following the identification of potential procurement models for use on the MAAS project, the selected models must be

validated to ensure they are viable possibilities for implementation.

Two key questions are identified to assist in the model validation processa:

r "What precedent exists for the model?; and

o What are the advantages and disadvantages of each model?"

Utilising these questions, validation of procurement models is conducted through a combination of identification of previous

examples of implementation and review of prior market consultation, to determine interest in the project under the selected

model. Attachment A includes a full description of procurement models.

As part of the model validation step, procurement models which are not considered as valid models for the MAAS project

will be eliminated from further consideration. lt is noted that bundled PPP and PFI procurement options are not considered

in accordance wlth TPP 08-05.

6.1 Validation of Potential Procurement Models

The following sections present a summary of the validation analysis for each identified procurement model and nominate

those considered viable for further evaluation.

6.1.i. TraditionalorConstructOnly

The construct only procurement option is commonly used in delivery of social infrastructure projects. Department of Justice

has previously delivered a number of projects under this model, and there is considered to be significant market interest

based on previous tender processes conducted for similar projects. On this basis, the construct only model is deemed viable

and progressed for qualitative assessment.

6.1,.2 Design & Construct (and its variants)

The D&C model (and its variants) has applied extensively and successfully in delivery of social infrastructure and other

projects, many of similar size and scope to the MAAS but not necessarily with the unique elements of a cultural institution. A

D&C model is likely to be less attractive to the market with the risk of design being a negative element as this would require

potential builders pairing with design partners and taking fit for purpose risk on the design elements from a performance

brief thatmaynotbeadequatelydeveloped.Notwithstandingthismodel canbemodified /variedtoincludeelementssucha
novation of design, Early Contractor lnvolvement (ECl) and Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) that provide greater risk

transfer, flexibility and tailoring to the objectives of the project. With such modifications the Design, Novation and

Construction methodology with ECI & GMP levers is considered highly viable given previous market interest and

a Adapted from National PPP Guidelines.
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implementation examples such as the Queensland Gallery of Modern Art, and implementation through the GC21 Contracting

suite for all of NSW Health major projects within the NSW Government investment program.

6.1.3 Construction lvlanagement

Construction management has been utilised as the preferred method for projects that have significant business continuity

considerations and risks. Examples of recent use of this model in Australia include the Nepean Mental Health Facility and the

Dubbo Hospital Redevelopment, both in NSW. These projects are not comparable to delivery of large-scale, cultural

infrastructure projects as is required in the IVAAS project, and as there are no examples of construction management being

used for such projects, nor obvious interest from the market in such a model, it is not progressed for further evaluation.

The assessment that a construction management model is not valid for the MAAS is consistent with the National PPP

Guidelines, which identify three applications where the construction management model may be appropriate. These are

where a contractor collapsed mid-project, where the State needs to retain direct control over works such as in an operating

environment, and complex brownfields projects where it is not possible for design and works to overlap. None of these

scenarios is applicable to the MAAS project, thus it is reasonable that the model is not progressed further.

6.1,.4 AllianceContracting

The National Museum of Australia project at Acton Peninsula, Canberra, was the first major cultural institution project in

which a 'Project Alliance' was utilised to deliver a public building. Another example but to a lesser extent was Hamer Hall in

Melbourne, Victoria. Externally facing both of these projects from the construction alliance partners view have been

publicised as successful. On the Agency side this is not necessarily the experience. Alliance contracts to be structured

properly take considerable development time to ensure that the risk gain and share elements are appropriately defined.

Another major structuring consideration as to the suitability of an Alliance contracting methodology is that the end user (the

operator) must be a key participant in the Alliance. For both of these projects this was not the case and the operator has

experienced significant compromises in terms of functionality, quality and long term maintenance of the facilities. The

National PPP guidelines identify alliance contracting as being appropriate where the solution for a project is unclear and not

appropriate where risks can be identified and understood, As a large number of the risks for the MAAS project can be

identified and assessed based on similar project experience, alliance contracting is not considered valid for MAAS, consistent

with the lack of evidence of appropriate application on precedent projects.

6.1.5 DBN/

A DBM model have been used in several health services infrastructure transactions, most recently the University of Canberra

PublicHospitalwhichisofsimilarscaletotheMAAS,butitcanbesaidisnotof asimilaruniqueness. Thereismarket

interest generally in DBM procurement models, with a number of construction and maintenance providers expressing

interest in such arrangements in other sectors. The lack of a need for finance provides a depth of market, and as such the

DBM model is considered valid for further assessment.
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6.L.6 IVlanagingContractor

The Managing Contractor model has been used increasingly for large-scale social infrastructure projects in NSW and across

other jurisdictions in Australia in recent times. Examples of projects delivered under a managing contractor model include,

Museum of Old and New Art, Melbourne Museum, Western Australian [\4useum, Lady Cilento Children's Hospital in Brisbane,

Fiona Stanley Hospital in Perth and the Monash Children's Hospital in Melbourne.s The successful delivery of these projects,

and the competitive nature of the tender processes associated, indicates that there is sufficient market interest and

precedent of model use to consider the model valid.

lf structured appropriately the Managing Contractor methodology offers attractive advantages, particularly:

r Best practice benchmarks easier to achieve through an incentive structure;

r Differences of opinion easier to resolve than under other contract forms;

o Lower costs in developing performance-based outcomes, compared with the costs of developing prescriptive

scopes of work as the managing contractor is involved in the design process prior to novation of designers at an

appropriate time;

o End operator maintains design control to a point where it is sensible to hand over the final design risks.

. lf a Guaranteed Maximum Price mechanism is included cost certainty risk can be managed provided that the

design was handed over at an appropriate time when functional and quality requirements are resolved.

. Opportunities and incentives to innovate,

r Avoidance of the high cost normally associated with out-sourcing of design and construction risk as design

outcome is controlled and the contractor is included in the process.

r Concurrent packages of work can be programmed, for example the early contractor involvement of a Managing

Contractor approach can allow site preparation activities to occur in a fully costed package prior to shell and core

prior to internal fit out.

r IVaintenance contracts could be considered as an additional bolt on to the contract.

6.2 Summary of Validatlon

As a result of the validation process outlined above, the following models are deemed to be valid options and are progressed

for fu rther assessment:

Traditiona I Construct Only;

Design, Novation and Construct (with ECI and GMP consideration);

Managing Contractor; and

DBM.

Assessment against the evaluation criteria for each of these procurement models is conducted in Section 8.

5 Health Projects have been included in the example profile on the basis that this type of project is highly complex and includes significant

user interface during the briefing and design phases. It is though that this type of project can act as a proxy for alignment of models.

a

a

a

a
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7 RISK

The transfer of risk is the key consideration in selection of an appropriate procurement or delivery model. Risks should only

be transferred where the transfer provides value for money (VFM) to the State. This is achieved by transferring the risk to

the party best able to manage or mitigate that risk.

7.1 MaJorRisk

The key risks in a major social infrastructure delivery projects are detailed further in the following sections,

7.L.1 Design Risk

The following are the major design risks to the State:

a

Development Approval - This includes the risk that necessary approvals cannot be obtained or may be obtained

subject to unanticipated conditions, including extraneous licensing conditions. This may have adverse cost

consequences or cause delay in the progress of the works, resulting in a delay in works commencement or

completion and a resultant cost increase; and

lnefficient Design -The risk that the design of the facility does not maximise potential efficiency, resulting in a

delay in construction and an increase in costs. Examples of inefficient designs include the following:

- lnadequate design ofservicing;

- Building is not orientated or designed correctly to achieve energy conservation, resulting in higher running

and maintenance costs;

- lnefficient museum spaces that do not functionally provide appropriate spaces for exhibitions and object

display; and

- lnefficient design of the building in terms of safety, functionality and security for users, which require

higher costs to moderate.

7.1.2 Cor.rstructionRisk

The following are the major construction risks to the State:

Construction Cost - The risk that construction cost estimates materially change between initial estimation and

completion due to changes in underlying costs (labour or materials), presenting a potential increase in capital

costs;

Construction Timing - The risk of not meeting the construction programme timeline resulting in a delay in

construction and completion; and

Substandard Asset - The risk that the final building or asset does not meet quality standards resulting in a delay or

cost increases.

a

a

a
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7.1.3 CommissioningRisk

The following is the major commissioning risk to the State:

r Commissioning cannot be successfully completed - The risk that the operational commissioning tests which are

required for the provision of services to commence cannot be successfully completed, resulting in a delay to

successful operation of the facility and transition of objects that require specific environmental conditions

7 7.4 Demand and Political Risk

The following is the major demand risk to the State

Demand is different to that projected - The risk that conditions or demographics will change such that the level of

demand for MAAS will be different to that initially expected. This may mean that the facility and service delivery

options provided for under the project are no longer appropriate to service the demand. Thus there will be costs

associated with either the maintenance of a facility (or parts thereof) which is larger in scope than demanded

within the catchment, or costs borne by the community

Political Risk is a retained risk by the State that cannot be transferred. Typical risks include

o site selection and location;

. reasons for undertaking a social infrastructure development;

r communications and community consultation;

r microeconomic and social reform; and

. brand reputation;

7.1.5 lr,4aintenarrceRisk

The following are the major maintenance risks to the State:

r Asset Maintenance and Lifecycle - The risk that the facility and its associated assets do not perform as expected,

leading to either an increase in maintenance costs or a reduced lifecycle; and

o Maintenance Availability Risk - The risk that increased maintenance requirements to parts of the facility mean

that the required availability of the facility is not achieved.

7.1.6 Operating Risk

ln a cultural institution context, operating risks are significant, and include the following:

. The project is negatively perceived by the community, risking the reputation of the project/MAAS

o Workforce Attraction and Retention - The risk of not being able to attract and retain a suitable workforce,

resulting in a reduction in the quality or volume of services offered to the community;

r Cost Risk-The riskthat the operating cost of the facility is greaterthan expected and hosting exhibitions

becomes cost prohibitive.

7.1.1 Finance Risk

The following is the major finance risk to the State:

. The risk that the project funding is more than was anticipated at business case resulting in additional funding

requirement or scope reduction thus reducing operational outcomes.

a
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1.I.8 Technology Risk

The following is the major technology risk to the State:

r Technological risk - The risk of tech nologica I a dva ncement in cu ltu ra I institution use of lT a nd other sectors

resulting in equipment becoming obsolete or returning a diminishing residualvalue.

7.2 Rlsk Allocation

ln selecting a procurement model, consideration must be given to the appropriate transfer of risk under that model. The key

principle in transfer of risk is that risk should only be transferred from the State to the private sector if the private sector is

better able to manage that risk in a VFtrul manner. This ensures that each risk is housed with the party that is best placed to

address it.

Table 4 outlines the general risk allocation under each of the procurement models presented earlier. ln each individual case

these risk allocations may vary slightly depending on the implementation and contractual nature of the chosen procurement

model.

Toble 4: Allocotion of Risk under Potential Procurement Models

Toble 3

Design Risk

Construction Risk

Commissioning Risk
(Construction Only)

Demand & Political Risk

lvlaintenance Risk

Operating Risk

Finance Risk

Technology Risk

Table 4: Key for Risk Allocation Toble

Table 5

Private Sector Acceptance of Risk
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Shared Ri5k or varying treatment depending on model implementation

Government Retained Risk
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B ASSESSIVENT OF EVALUATION CRITERIA

A qualitative assessment was cgnducted for the MAAS project, assessing each of the potential procurement models against

the evaluation criteria identified in Section 5. The following sections describe the specific considerations in assessing each

evaluation criteria and presents the relevant project information for MAAS which affects the assessment applied.

Consideration of the evaluation criteria against key project characteristics as defined at Section 4.4 drive the selection of the

most appropriate procurement strategy for the MAAS project

Each model is assessed will be nominated with a score of between 1 and 4. The following rating scale is applied:

r 1 = Procurement option is ineffective in satisfying the requirements of the criterion,

t 2= Procurement option just satisfies the requirements of the criterion.

r 3 = Procurement Option is effective in satisfying the requirements of the criterion.

e 4 = Procurement option is very effective in satisfliing the requirements of the criterion

8.1 Crtterla A: Operatlonal Requirements and Flexibllfi

The operational flexibility criterion assesses how well each procurement model allows for operational requirements and

flexibility to be met as they change over time. These changes may be either forecast changes or unknown. ltems which may

change, and impact on operational requirements include the following:

r The ability to change and adapt and change the fit-out of internal spaces;

o The ability to utilize and shut down spaces to cycle exhibitions or provide out of hours access without affecting

the balance of museum operations;

o The requirement to closely monitor and control environmental conditions in line with international AAA gallery

standards.
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Table 6 aperationol Requirements and Flexibility Scoring Rotionole

Table 5

1:

Traditional
or
Construct
Only

3 Positive Attributes

Under this model the State is responsible for design, allowing facility design to
incorporate the ability for the State to change the facility in future as required. This
provides more flexibility than models where the builder also completes design, as the
builder is less likely to allow cost, space and functionality for future expansion or
a lteration.

o Maximum control of all design phases resides with the agency to

ensure the incorporation of all requirements;

o Design and other risks do not need to be incorporated into tendering

price;

o Changes of requirements to scope will not will only affect project cost

rather than additional construction delays;

o Costs for tender and tendering are relatively low;

r Construction risk lays with the contractor; and

r The amount of suitable tenderers is maximised therefore increasing

competition and decreasing price.

Negative Attributes

' . Design delays result in construction delays as no concurrent activity

can occur;

r Changes in project brief by agency personnel can result in price in

add itional time/costs; and

r The size and complexity of the tender documents increased the

chance or errors and omissions that may results in variations and

related delays and costs.

2: Design
Novate &
Construct

2 Negative Attributes

The DN&C model is considered less suitable for operational requirements and
flexibility than the base construct only model. This is due to the trade-off in the design
process between minimising the cost and complexity of construction and allowing for
future expansion or alteration. As the designer also takes on construction risk there is

no incentive for them to make allowance for future works where it has a cost
premium, and as such the opportunity to allow for future asset flexibility is limited.

The time that it would take to resolve a performance brief in respect of the
operational requ irements is a lso considered prohibitive.
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3:

Managing
Contractor

1 Managing Contractor methodologies / variants are suitable for projects such as MAAS

when the development of the project includes many or significant unknown factors;
such as undefined scope, unpredictable risks and changeable project objectives, that
cannot be resolved before it is necessary to let a contract in order to meet the project
program. lt is also utilised to great effect where there are many complex or difficult
stakeholder interfaces and relationships and the interests of key participants need to
be brought together early in the project. ln response to operational requirements and
flexibility industry input and innovation during the design stage are desirable, for
example to take advantage of emerging technology, specialist construction expertise

or other opportunities particularly where funding is fixed and timelines are
constrained.

Positive Attributes
. The agency and the contractor work together to determine project

requirements, resolve issues and develop the design, reducing the risk

that the agency's requirements will not be met and promoting

optimum design outcomes;

. lnvolvement of the contractor and stakeholders in deslgn decisions

facilitates the development of appropriate responses to the project

objectives;

o The agency controls the design and can make changes without

incurring the disproportionate additional costs, including delay costs,

likely with a D&C or DD&C contract;

. The contractor assists the agency to control the costs during the

design phase;

r Once a GIVP is agreed, the contractor will not be paid more unless the

agency directs a variation;

r The contract includes incentives for the contractor to make cost

savings;

r Design activities can continue during the tender process, minimising

delays;

o lt is possible to commence construction before the design is

completed, normally once the GMP is agreed;

r The need for separate project management services is reduced, since

the contractor undertakes most project management functions;

r The tender prices need not allow for as much risk as for a D&C

contract;

r Tendering costs are low since tenders include only fees and non-price

information;

o The contractor is responsible for design/construction interface risks

and coordination of all subcontractors and consultants; and

r The contract can incorporate non-adversarial mechanisms for
resolving differences.efficiently, such as the establishment of a dispute

resolution board.

r Can include GMP mechanisms
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a Can include Maintenance and Operation contracts with abatement

mechanisms for non-performance.

4: DBM 2 Negative Attributes

The DBM model is assessed as being less flexible than the traditional construct only
method. This is due to the contractual framework surrounding the model. Where
changes to the asset are required, unplanned alterations or expansions will be
negotiated under commercial arrangements and can be more difficult than under the
base model.

Such changes will also require changes to the existing maintenance arrangements,
adding another layer of contractual complexity and potential financial cost hurdles
not representing value-for-money.

Should variations be minor, the model does potentially provide a method for
delivering such works without re-pricing, by using existing contractually-agreed
pricing. However, value-for-money is often difficult to establish. lt may also be difficult
to use another contractor without impact on existing asset maintenance warranties.

This model is assigned the same score as model 2 for the reasons detailed under that
model.
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8.2 Criteria B: Scale and Complo<ity

The size of the project affects the suitability of differing procurement models due to the transaction and implementatio.n

costs associated with differing models. The project must be of sufficient size to justify the transaction costs involved,

considering both the capital and operating costs where applicable. The MAAS project is sufficiently large to justif,/ transaction

costs for all models considered in this analysis.

Where a project is too large it may affect the market depth and capacity, as the pool of market participants able to take on

the project risks diminishes. This is not considered an issue for the MAAS given rnarket precedent for builder participation in

similarly sized transactions.

A summary of each of these considerations, along with the resultant scoring against the evaluation criteria, is provided in

Table 7 for each procurement model.

TobleT: Scole and Complexity Scoring Rotionole

Toble 6

L: Construct 3 PositiveAttributes
Only

The MAAS project is not too large to limit the pool of potential participants in a

construct only procurement model, although the limitation to Tier 1 builders identified

earlier is noted here. This is not, however, likely to impact the ability to attract

competitive bids given observation of similarly sized projects. The transaction costs

under this model are low, so the model is not impacted upon by the project size.

2:

Novate

Construct

Design,

&
4 Posittue Attributes

Similar to the previous model, the ability to attract competitive bids is not significantly

limited by the project size, and with low transaction costs this model is also favourable

in relation to the size of the MAAS project.

3: Managing

Contractor
3 Positive Attributes

Transaction costs will be higher for a managing contractor model than the previous

models, however the capital size of the project justifies this expenditure given the risk

transfer involved. The project is not so large that the risk transfer would prohibit market

involvement, so a managing contra'ctor model is not adversely affected by the size of the

project. The advantages described in the previous criteria are equally applicable under

this criteria.
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4: DBM Negatlve Attributes

Without financier involvement, the size of the MAAS is likely to limit market enthusiasm,

as the pool of potential construction and/or maintenance contractors willing to accept

the risks associated with a project of this size may be limited.

On the other hand the large project size means that transaction costs are easily

absorbed within capital and maintenance payments, howeverthe potential market

limitations mean this option is slightly less favourable than others in regards to the size

of the project.

8.3 Criteria C: Risk Management and Transfer

Key project risks are outlined in Section 4.3, with showing the allocation of risk under each model. Consideration must then

be given to whether it is possible to efficiently transfer risks in line with the model constructs shown. Efficient transfer of risk

suggests that it can be done in a way that delivers value, and that the private or non-Government sector has an ability to

better mitigate and deal with that risk than the State.

ln order to evaluate whether the prescribed risk allocation can be made eff iciently, the assessment includes whether the

identified risks have prevlously been transferred from the State to a non-Government party. This demonstrates that non-

Government parties will accept the risk, and that it can be done at an efficient price given inclusion in historical transactions.

Table 8 shows the score allocated to each model for this criterion, based on the volume of risks that can be transferred in an

efficient manner.

Table 7: Risk Manogement and Transfer Scoring Rationale

Table 8

1: Construct
Only

7 Negatlve Attrlbutes

The Construct Only model transfers minimal risk away from the State. Only construction and

commissioning risk is transferred, with a portion of commissioning risk remaining with the

State as they will assume operational roles during commissioning. While minimal risk

transfer is achieved, it is clear from precedent that this risk can be transferred efficiently, as

there are significant project examples of construction risk tra nsfer away from the State.

The mlnimal risk transfer achieved results in the construct only option achieving the lowest

score against this criteria.
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2: Design

novate &
Construct

3 Positive Attributes

Under the Design & Construct model, design risk is also transferred to the private sector,

along with that allocated under the construct only model. There is significant evidence of

design risk being transferred in prior transactions, demonstrating it can be achieved in a

manner that delivers value. This model achieves very good risk transfer more than the

construct only model, however still leaves a large amount of risk with the State particularly

where the performance brief that requires to be established includes complex operational

fu nctionality.

3: Managing
Contractor

2 Positive Attributes

The managing contractor model achieves better risk management than the previous models,

but only where 3'd Party Project management oversight and expertise being applied to risk

management and mitigation is applied. The managing contractor also accepts minimal

delivery risk under the standard form of MC contract.

The managing contractor assumes the design coordination role, including the design

development and documentation risks and manages the design process to ensure adherence

to budget and programme.

Neptive Attributes

There is evidence where risk has not been successfully transferred in this model and the

model has effectively become a cost plus no cap delivery. Notably, the S1.2 billion New

Children's Hospital in WA has experienced significant time and budget issues under a

managing contractor model, suggesting risk was not transferred effectively. This means that

should MAAS consider this model very careful development of the contractual and

commercial risk architecture needs to be considered.

4: DBM 2.5 PositiveAttributes

The DBM model achieves a higher volume of risk transfer than the design and construct

model. lt is noted that maintenance risks are not as significant as design and construction

risks, which have more of an impact on services commencement and ongoing quality of

clinical services.

Negative Attributes

There are no examples of DBM being utilised in cultural institution delivery to suggest that

while lt is possible to achieve efficient risk transfer, this is not regularly the case. As a result

of the low materiality of risks transferred when compared to the D&C model, and the lack of

precedent for efficient transfer of those risks, the DBM model achieves the same score as

the D&C model.
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8.4 Criteria D: CostCerhlnty

The ability of a procurement model to provide budget certainty is dictated by the contractual nature of the model, a nd the

future cash flows that are contractually. Only a high level and generic assessment can be made at this stage given the status

of the project planning agreed.

Table 9; Budget Certainty Scoring Rationale

Toble 8

L: Construct
Only

2 Negattue Attributes

The construct only procurement model delivers a low level of budget certainty, primarily due
to uncertainty around future operating cashflows and capital and maintenance payments in

future. The construction cost will be relatively certain, with some potential for variations
dependent on design orscope change, howeverfrom the completion ofconstruction all cost
risk is the State's responsibility. This leads to a high degree of uncertainty around future
operating budgets.

2: Design

Novate &
Construct (with
GMP)

3 Negatlve Attributes

Similar to the construct only model, a D&C model scores poorly against the budget certainty
criteria due to the uncertain nature of future operating cashflows. Some improvement is

achieved over the construct only model, in that construction costs are fixed at the time of
awarding the design component, which is not achieved in the two-staged construct only
procurement model. However if the contractual framework is adequately structured with a

Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) framework the construction and capital cost can be

managed very tightly.

3: Managing
Contractor

2 Negatlve Attdbutes

The managing contractor model has the same shortcomings as construct only and D&C in
relation to future cashflows. However if the Managing Contractor contractual framework is

adequately structured with a Guaranteed Maximum Price (GMP) framework the construction
and capital cost can be managed very tightly. The inclusion of the GMP changes the model to
a DN&C hence the lower rating of this model in consideration of its traditional form.

4: DBM 2.s Negath/e Attributes

Similar to the construct only model, a D&C model scores poorly against the budget certainty
criteria due to the uncertain nature of future operating cash flows. Some improvement is

achieved over the construct only model, in that construction costs are fixed at the time of
awarding the design component, which is not achieved in the two-staged construct only
procurement model. Again cost certainty is very reliant on adequate design brief which u nder
a cultural institution risk profile will be very difficult to achieve.
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8.5 Criteria E: Time Certainty

There are several factors related to the procurement model which may affect the ability of a project to meet the required

delivery timeline, including:

o The mechanics of the procurement process and opportunity to overlap tasks to accelerate delivery;

r The risk allocated to the construction contractor and how timely completion is incentivised;

e The complexity of procurement and timeliness of completing procurement tasks; and

. Any workforce or operational risk which may affect the commencement of services post construction.

The MAAS is due for completion by late 2021 with facility commissioning finishing later that year. Further key milestones, are

set out in Table 10.

Toble 10 Key Milestones for MAAS

Toble 9

Final business case completion Mach 2017

Project business case and budget approved April2017

Design Competition (complete) August 2017

Development Application Submission (early works) November 2017

Development Application Submission (main works) November 2018

Tender Documents lssue May 20L9

Commence Construction August 2019

Completion and Facility Commissioning Complete July 2027

Exhibition Fit-out Complete July 2022

Museum Operational December 2022

These project milestones are consistent with the desire to commence construction on MAAS on site before the next State

election in 2019.

ln assessing the various procurement models, the impact on committed dates, particularly those included in electoral

announcements and other Government commitments are considered key. Table 11 below outlines the scoring of each

procurement model ih relation to the MAAS project.
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Toblell: Delivery Timelines Scoring Rotionole

Table 10

1: Construct
Only

3 Positive Attributes

The traditional procurement model delivers a relatively short procurement process,

as there is the least complexity in contractual and procurement activities.

Negative Attributes

As the State controls the design process, and this must be completed prior to

letting a construction contract, the process is very linear. There are also two

procurement processes, for separate design and construction contractors, required

under this model.

2: Design

Novate &
Construct

4 Positive Attributes

The Managing Contractor model offers the ability for accelerated delivery timelines

if early contractor involvement mechanisms are included. This enables site

preparations activities to commence concurrently with finalization of design on

shell and core and fit out. The MC methodology if adopting this mechanism will

also allow for a design competition if this is to be pursued by Government.

Following contract award there are opportunities for accelerated project delivery

due to overlap of activities, so this model is scored consistently with other models.

Negative Attributes

A D&C model only will likely result in delay to the delivery process than traditional

procurement, due to the fact that a full performance brief will required before

design and construction activities can be achieved. This can be counteracted

through project enhancements of ECI

3: Managing

Contractor
2 Negatlve Attributes

Often MC are conflicted and do not understand the collaborative nature of an MC.

They often seek to increase duration and cost under this model. lt requires a

substantive amount of professional Project Management oversite to keep the MC

honest.

ln theory MC models should acceleration benefits. ln practice because MC's are

very poor stakeholder managers and do not understand political nuances and

project management time often blows out.
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4: DBIV 2 NegativeAttributes

Under a DBtr/ model it is likely that procurement activities will take longer than the

previously described models, due to the complexity of contractual negotiations and

added bid requirements given the need to include a long term maintenance

contract. The addition of the maintenance contract to the scope of services

provided is not likely to alter the delivery timeframes anticipated for a D&C model.

Given the time available to conduct procurernent activities as noted above, there is

not sufficient time to conduct the more complex procurement.

Following contract award there are opportunities for accelerated project delivery

due to overlap of activities, so this model is scored consistently with prior models.

8.5 Criteria F: Stakeholder Considerations

This objective measures the ability of a procurement model to be flexible enough to respond to stakeholder and political

considerations such as Inter agency collaboration, political commitments, site selection and activation uncertainty and

commercial demands. lt also considers how the procurement model may affect any workforce requirements, it is critical to

assess the likely impact of any changes to the workforce environment. This criteria considers how the stakeholder

environment allows the procurement modelto be deployed with an appropriately risk mitigated strategy.

The stakeholder considerations outlined above are used to develop the scoring of each option as shown in Table 12.

Toble 12: Stokeholder Considerotions Scoring Rotionole

Toble 11

1: Construct
Only

2: Design &
Construct

3: Managing
Contractor

3.5 PositiveAttributes

Models where the State retains all stakeholder risks including political and operational
and maintenance workforce are considered relatively suitable for the MAAS project.
This is due to the high to medium risks associated with these retained risks. Given the
extensive stakeholder base and inter agency coordination that is required as part ofthe
MAAS project characteristics a procurement methodology that has the flexibility to
respond to changes is desirable.

4: DBM 2 Negative Attributes

Under the DBtr/ model, the maintenance workforce is transferred from the State to the
non-Government party responsible for facility maintenance. This creates some
addltional workforce risk, although the MAAS is projected to have approximately 2% of
the total workforce comprising maintenance related staff, so the risks are relatlvely low
under these models. The political retained risks are the same as models 1 to 3.
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8.7 Criterla G: MarletCapability and lnErest

Assessment of market capability and interest requires individual assessment of the components of each procurement model,

and the market for potential providers for each component. These components include design and construction. The depth

of market will be affected will be affected by the following characteristics of the individual project and proposed

procurement model:

r Locatioh;

. Size and profile of facility;

o Commercialstructure;

r Financing structure; and

o Local market dynamics and competitive assessment.

The primary project aspect affecting the market for construction contractors ls the size of project. With an estimated capital

cost of S450m (or potentially higher if an integrated facility of larger scale is proposed) this limits the potential builders to
Tier 1 builders.

The potential pool of Tier 1 builders is shown in Table 13.

Toble 7i: Tier 7 Builders

Toble 72

Lend Lease Group 57.71 billion
Abigroup;and

Baulderstone

Brookfield Asset Management S41.9 billion Brookfield Multiplex

CIMIC Group S11.67 billion

As the site is a brownfield site, and is located in metropolitan area, the impediments to builder participation are limited.

Table 14 identifies the likely capability and interest for each procurement model when the individual market elements

outlined above are combined within the model structure.

Toble 14: Morket Copobility and lnterest Scoring Rotionole

Toble 13

CPB Contractors (formerly Leighton
Contractors)

Thiess
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1: Construct 3

Only

Posittue Attributes

There are no impediments to builder participation based on the location and scope of

the project.

Negative Attributes

As identified above, the market for D&C participants is likely to be limited to Tier 1

builders due to the capital size of the project. There is limited depth within this market,

however there is likely to be competitive tension between participants, sufficient to

deliver a competitive tender process. As such this option is assessed as scoring a 3

against this criteria.

2: Design Novate 3

& Construct
Positive Attributes

All Tier 1 builders are likely to have previous experience in DN&C models, so the market

will be experienced and competent in operating under such a model.

Novation of the design consultant means that the design brief from the client will be

adequately transferred providing certainty in respect of interpretation and outcome.

Negatlve Attributes

The D&C model has the same limitation on market capacity due to the requirement for a

Tier 1 builder to be involved to absorb D&C risk.

Without the novation elements a D&C model presents a potential barrier to market

capability in that design and construction contractors must align themselves early in the

procurement process to form partnerships. This presents the possibility that a preferred

design partner may not be able to pair up with a capable Tier 1 builder, or vice versa,

and as such the pool of overall partnerships may be limited in capability. This is why and

D&C model must include the novation component for it to maximise risk transfer.

3: Managing 2.5

Contractor
Posittue Attributes

AllTier 1 builders are likely to have previous experience in managing contractor models,

so the market will be experienced and competent in operating under such a model.

Negative Aftributes

Often MC are conflicted and do not understand the collaborative nature of an MC. They

often seek to increase duration and cost under this model. lt requires a substantive

amount of professional Project Management oversite to keep the MC honest.

4: DBM 1 NegativeAttributes

The DBM model has not been previously used for a project of this size and nature in

Australia, which is likely to constrain market interest and capability. For this reason, the

DBM procurement model is not scored as highly as other potential procurement

models.
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8.8 Criteria H: Quality

As the nature quality considerations for cultural Institutions such as MAAS is very different to other social infrastructure

projects. Considerations such as brand recognition, reputational standing (both national and international), and uniqueness

of the collection all drive the quality characteristics of this type of project. In this respect the procurement models must be

assessed for their suitability to accommodate these quality parameters and project characteristics.

The quality considerations outlined above are used to develop the scoring of each option against the quality assessment

criteria, as shown in Table 15.

Table 15; Stokeholder Considerations Scoring Rotionole

Toble 14

1: Construct

2: Design

Novate &
Construct

4

4

3

Positine Attributes

Models where the State retains all quality risks e are considered relatively suitable for the
MAAS project. This is due to the high to medium risks associated with these retained risks. A
procurement methodology that has the flexibility to respond to changes is desirable.

3: Managing
Contractor

4: DBM 5 Negatlve Attributes

The DBM and MC models have received a lower mark on this criteria due to the transfer of
the design risk to the contractor. This transfer does not allow the operator to influence
quality elements to respond to the unique project characteristlcs without greater risk of
cost and time penalty.
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8.9 frerall Quallbative Assessment

An overall qualitative assessment is conducted by multiplying the score assigned against each criteria by the weighting for
that criteria developed in Table 3.

The results of this evaluation are provided in Table 15 below. A summary of results, showing the score (out of 4) and ranking

for each of the four options assessed is shown below:

Table 16: Summory Quolitotive Evaluation

Toble 15

L Construct Only 3.04 2

2 DN&C 3.09 1

3 Managing Contractor 2.39 3

'!
1

4 Design, Build, Maintain 2.325

From a qualitative perspective, a modified Design, Novate and Construct procurement strategy achieves the highest rating.

The DN&C methodology should be enhanced to consider ECI opportunity. To match the requirements of MAAS the strategy

should be tailored to a process of taking the design to developed design level with the view of achieving a GMP with the

contractor. Consideration could also be given to select maintenance and operation enhancements. The designers would then

be novated to the contractor for the contractor to assume the design and construction risk. The qualitative benefits of this

option must be considered against the appropriate development of a risk architecture of the commercial and legal principles

that underpin the transfer of risk against the project characteristics as identified in this report.

4
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Welghtlng ?:OYo 10% 8% 1s% 20% 8% 4% Ls%

Tradltional or
Construst Only 13 33.532 4 3.04

2 DN&Cwith
GMP

and
33.54341 4 3.09

Managing
Contractor 2 3.5 2.5 3 2.39 3

4 Deslgn, Build,

Malntain 3 2.5 2.5 3 2.325 4
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9 RECOIVI IVIEN DED CONSI DERATIONS FOR COIVI IVI ERCIAL

STRUCTURE OF PREFERRED PROCUREIVI ENT STRATEGY

A Design Novate and Construct (modified to include ECI & GMP) has been identified as the preferred model for the tvlAAS

project.

The proposed DN&C methodology should include enhancement considerations as to meet the specific requirements and

objectives of the project. Enhancements include considerations in respect of early contractor involvement strategies. To

match the requirements of MAAS the strategy should be tailored to a process of taking the design to developed design level

with the view of achieving a GMP with the contractor. Consideration could also be given to select maintenance and

operation enhancements, The designers would then be novated to the contractor for the contractor to assume the design

and construction risk.

This section provides a summary of considerations that should be applied in the development of the commercial structure

and legal architecture of the end DN&C agreement should fhis procurement strategy be utilised to deliver the project. The

proposed commercial principles are reflective of current market precedents and conditions, and draw upon the commercial

principles successfully implemented on current NSW Government Projects.

A key benefit of the proposed procurement model is that it facilitates the early involvement of the contractor on a project.

This makes it particularly suitable where the scope of work is too uncertain to let a contract on a more traditional fixed

timefixed price basis. The model was specifically designed for early contractor involvement and to also remove some of the

adversarial tension associated with traditional forms of delivery. The model proposed is consistent with recent NSW

government procurements within highly technical major projects such within the Health portfolio. Furthermore if is fully

consistentwiththeNSWGovernmentGC2lsuiteofcontractsparticularlyinrespectofthe ECl,GMPand DesignFinalisation

levers included within that contract suite.

Some specific considerations for the MAAS project are included below:

9.1 Early Contractor lnvofuement-Two Stage (or more) Contract

The model can be enhanced to involve a two stage contracting system. The first is the planning stage during which the contractor is

engaged to assist the owner with scoping, risk reduction studies, design development, cost planning, programming and obtaining any

approvals that may be required (such as planning approval). The target date for completion, the target cost, the scope ofthe work, the

contractor's fees for the delivery stage and the KPls and incentives (if any) are all agreed before the end of the planning stage. During this

stage the client can assess ifthe Contractor exhibits the correct behaviours in respect ofworking with the client to reduce construction risk

and increase product quality. lt is anticipated that the Contractor would work closely with the Architect and Design tea m throughout the

Design Phase to facilitate this. The methodology also allows for early works at site to occur concurrently with resolution of design activities.

Should the Contractor not perform during this stage the works can be retendered.

The second is the delivery stage. lf the client decides to proceed to this stage (based on the outcomes of the planning stage), the

Contractor completes the design of the works (if not completed during the planning stage) and then proceeds to construct, commission

and handover the works. lt is at this time that it is anticipated that Architect and potentially the broader Design Team would be novated to

the Contractor and it would take full D&C coordination risk. This risk would be encapsulated within a GMP envelope.
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9.2 DN&C Contractor compared to traditional delivery

The role of the Contractor in the planning phase is to participate as part of the design team and provide buildability, cost and

programme advice. The Contractor works with and forms a relationship with the Principal and the design team that is to be

novated to it earlier. lfthe Contractor does not exhibit the right behaviours, the project can be retendered and no

momentum is lost. Ultimately the Contractor must provide a GMP price within the timeframes prescribed under the RFP. The

difference between the traditional delivery model and the one proposed is that the Contractor at a point in time assumes all

of the design risk transfer.

9.3 Remuneration reglme - Guaranteed Maximum Price

It would be proposed that the traditional lump sum fixed price is replaced with a remuneration regime that consists of both

reimbursable and lump sum components. The reimbursable component covers the actual costs payable to subcontractors to

design and construct the works. However, unlike some other forms of relationship contracting, not all costs are

reimbursable: only those costs that have been properly incurred will be reimbursable. lt is recommended that to address

funding certainty within the MAAS project a guaranteed maximum price mechanisms built into the contract. Under this

regime the contractor is reimbursed the costs that it actually incurs when they are incurred, which assists with cash flow.

However, unlike managing contractor or an alliance, those costs are capped at the Guaranteed Maximum Price or the GMP.

The contractor must, therefore, ensure that its GMP reflects an accurate scope of work because beyond the Gtr/P, the

contractor bears the risk.

While guaranteed maximum price contracts certainly are not new, in consideration of the project characteristics of MAAS

and its requirement for funding certainty an increased focus on reducing costs and maximising efficiencies is desirable. By

utilising this pricing mechanism to achieve budget certainty and potentially savings by only paying for work that is actually

performed to deliver the scope of work.

The remuneration regime may also provide for an incentive payment to be made available to the contractor. The purpose of

the incentive payment is to align the interests of the contractor with those of the owner and to reward the contractor for
genuine exceptional performance (not just business as usual). For example, the contract may provide for an incentive

payment to be made if the project is completed by the target date and for less than the target cost or if other KPls are met

(e.g. minimising disruption to existing operations).

9.4 Obligatlons relating to tlme and cost

Hard obligations to achieve completion by a specified date should be included within the GMP undertaking once this is able

to be achieved at the conclusion of the planning process (generally at the end of the design development phase). Liquidated

damages or other performance abatements could be considered. A strict obligation that requires the contractor to, among

other things, prepare programs, maintain progress against target dates and carefully co-ordinate and administer

subcontracts should be included. Again, a strict obligation, should be placed on the contractor to, among other things,

prepare cost plans, implement a system of cost control and diligently administer subcontracts.

9.5 Quality

Modification of the general arrangements of the contract agreement to impose hard obligations on the contractor in relation

obligations relating to quality should be considered given the project characteristics of MAAS. The contractor should warrant

fitness for purpose of the design and the completed works and remains fully responsible to the cllent for the quality of the

design and construction and delivery of the clients functional design brief requirements.
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9.6 BenefiE of the DN&C (modifled) contnctor model

One of the key benefits of the proposed model is that it facilitates the early involvement of the contractor on a project,

making it particularly suitable in circumstances where the scope of work is too uncertain to let a contract on a more

traditional fixed timefixed price basis. The benefits that flow from this early involvement include use of the contractor's

expertise to develop the design, allowing buildability issues and whole of life considerations to be addressed during the

design phase and use ofthe contractor's knowledge and skill to plan the project.

ln addition to the benefits associated with early contractor involvement, other benefits of the model include:

r the client retains a higher degree of control over the management of the project - it has the ultimate right to

choose which consultants and subcontractors are used and also has final say over the design;

r the contractor has a clear incentive to come up with the best solutions during the planning stage (from a cost,

program and scope/design perspective) to maximise its chances of being appointed during the design finalisation

and delivery stage;

r inclusion of GMP at an appropriate time enables funding risk to be managed

r payment of design and construction costs on a reimbursable basis translates into greater transparency of project

costs;

. if a performance and incentive regime is carefully negotiated, it can provide an incentive for exceptional

performance in areas that really matterto the end user; and

r there is a single point of responsibility for the design and construction of the works including fitness for purpose.

9.7 Rlsk to be managed under any Bundled procurement (PPP) ln respect of MAAS

There are a numbei of potential risks that will require to be considered and mitigated in respect of any Public Private

Partnership procurement methodology. These risks and mitigations must be identified against the project characteristics of

MAAS and should be fully analysed and validated within the POA to be completed after the investment decision:

The performance brief development time for MAAS is likely to be lengthy given the uniqueness of the

organisations operational profile. This will have flow on impacts in respect of the bid process which will be lengthy

in terms of the bid development phase. Both of these things may impact the ability to meet government

commitments as to the start of the project.

The MAAS project is politically challenging. There is a need to ensure that the project and its stakeholders are

involved in the design process to iteratively work up the solution.

There is no unlimited risk bearing - private firms (and their lenders) will be cautious about accepting major risks

beyond their control, such as the fit for purpose risk in respect of the briefing process required to ensure that the

MAAS facility meets the performance that the operator expects.

Government responsibility continues - citizens will continue to hold government accountable for quality of utility

services. Government will also need to retain sufficient expertise, whether the implementing agency and/ or via a

regulatory body, to be able to understand the PPP arrangements, to carry out its own obligations under the PPP

agreement and to monitor performance of the private sector and enforce its obligations

The private sector is not likely to have more expertise in respect of this type of asset class - cultural institution.

Cultural institutions are bespoke investments with unique operational requirements.

Given the long-term nature of the project and the complexity associated, it is difficult to identify all possible

contingencies during project development and events and issues may arise that were not anticipated in the

documents or by the parties at the time of the contract. lt is more likely than not that the parties will need to

a

a

a

a

a

a
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renegotiate the contract to accommodate these contingencies. lt is also possible that some of the projects may

fail or may bEtermlnatea prior to the projected term of the projecf for a number of reasons including changes in

governmem irlLlp failure by the private operator or the govemment to perform their obligations or indeed due

to external circdfr.stances such as force majeure. While some of these issues will be able to be addressed in the

PPP risk transfcr piinqiples, it is likely that some of them will need to be managed during the course of the project

briefittg,
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ATTACHTMENT A _ PRCCUREIVIENT h./ODEL SUVITVIARY
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Developed Deslgn

DD&C

DN&C (M/O as a variant)

DDC&M/O

D&C

DC&M/O

Manatlng Contrector (ECl)

Alllance

PPP I PFP

can include M/o
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1 TRADTTTONAL OR DEVELOPED DESTGN (CONSTRUCT ONLY)

Traditlonal or Developed Dcsign contracts are mostly completed by consultants on behalf of the agency; this includes drawings and other design documentation. Until

these are fully completed tenders are not called. Once catled contractors are responsible for the completlon of the design despite the fact that they have been created

by a consultant. Payments for these works are based off a lump sum and/or tendered rates. These do not lnclude agency change requirements which attract surcharges.

Used when:

r Ttrcc b a hlgh lmpoft.nc. on thc deslgn crtt rb and

thc agenrywklr€s to Gtaln conttol otcrthe dcsl8n

prccass as wcll as lnrofuad ln the wllh dcslgn

oonsuhants;

o Thc agency poescsscs thc rkllled rwscs rrqulrcd for
managemcnt of thc deslgn pmcess;

. DsEn paremcters ErrsubJectto dEngc durlrE

danllopmang

. Bullderycontractors arE not r.qulrd foroptlmal

dcsl8n cEatlon; and

. $fidemtlmc acb wlthln thc prEgram to allow

dctallcd d.slgn prlorto t ndcr.

. Maximum control ofal design phases resides with

the agency to ensure the incorporation of all

requirements;

. Deslgn and other risk do not need to be

incorporated into tendering price;

. Changes of requirements to scope will not will only

affect prciect cost rather than addltional

constructlon delays;

. costs for tender and tenderirg are relatively low;

. Construction risk lays wlth the contractor; and

. The amount of suitable tenderers is maximlsed

therefore increasing competition and decreasing

price.

. Design delays result in construction delays as no

concurrent activity can occur;

. changes in project brief by agency peronnel can

result in price in additional time/costs; and

. The size and complexity of the tender documents

increased the chance or errors and omissions that

may results in variations and related delays and

costs,
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2 DESTGN DEVELOP AND CONSTRUCT (DD&C)

risk-

. Thcrlsk ln poJcdscopaarr
3Enmcant

o Daalopcd dcsEn EqulEmrnts rr! clcarv
ldentlflable;

. Bulldebllfiy lssu.s could bccom. probhmatlc wlth a

fulfdaclopcd deslm;
. Proprletary dcsl8ns or constructlon protlsscs eldst

that may ofbr advantrgcs;
. Agansy doca not possrss sufrdcnt tlmc to m.nagp

dcslrn oomoletlon.

. Determlnation ofthe concept and functional design

are able to be determined prior to the award of a

contract reducing the likelihood of variations.
. The contractor possesses the flexibility to be able to

incorporate innovation and improve buildabllity
though design development; and

. Responsibility of the fitness for purpose, buildability
and latent condition resides with the contEctor;

. Development and construction concurrenc1 can be

achieved resulting in lower time being taken;
. Error and omission contrad claim risk are lowered.

. Ambiguity or mistakes in aBency supplied design
documents can result in disputes variations,
additional expenses or delays;

. Agency change requirements can prove costly due

to the impact on the contractors work program.
. Contmctor risk exposure is likely to increase tender

prlce;

. Competent tenderers number are lower resulting in

less competition and the potential for higher prices.

ldn*.trMS ORAFI trtrurem.nr Plin



3 DESTGN NOVATE AND CONSTRUCT (DN&C)

construction to the contractor, This lncludes the payment of fe€s for wo*.

e Con&Bdcslfn lr
Elenq,i

. ]tc pmtsct has spcclaldesEn ncc6;
r Ther! b orsldsabb brrdt h m.hrf, thc

coffilcbr rlspomltrh for rll d@n ad
doomnffion r mll es :lrfrgthc
contrrclorfull tccss to thc odglml dcsED
and

. Daclopmcnt dlsbr an bc chedyspcdfiad.

. The constant involvement of a single deslgner
offers reduces the rlsk ofthe completed design

not meetlng egency requirements.

. Some potential tenderers may be reluctant to tendec

. The need to match the deslgner with the contractor because of
the complex litigation lssues that could ensue ifthere is a 'forced
mariage' breakdown; and

. Tender pdces m8y come at a premium due to additional pricing

for factoE such as latent conditions that may not occur.
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4 DESIGN AND CONSTRUCT

additional expensis due to the time and expense delays is causes. The latent risk conditions is generally assigned to the contractor.

$c dcrl8n ot
dctcnnlnc tha

. lt ls unllkav that thr projcd brld wlll dlanlr aftar the
contr.ct ls .ntrrEd, for cmmple tfirough stakrholdcr
lnrohr:mcng

. Thc dcslrcd cutcomas, pmjlct s@pc and plrfurmrncr
r.qulrumonB (!n bG delrly artloJlrtrd ln tfic tendcr
dmrmants;

. Thc atancy has wdlstrbllshcd standard: for
compmentt finlshcs and odrcr aspsrts ofthe dcclgn;

. @otnctG or lpcdallst firns ara opcctcd b bc able
to offilr ploprlctary sy5tcms or lnnov!0v! dgl8nr or
constsucdon proclsss thlt rrglh ln co3t 3aMngs lnd
bcrrfiBiorthc agarc1;or

. Tharc ls lnsuffidcnt Uru to pmduca $. d6l8n rrqufcd
for a Drwlopcd Dcslgn or DD&c contrad bcfioc
construdm $ro* !s sdrcduled to cornmcnca.

. The contractual cost lmplications provide a disincentive
for the agency to change it5 requirements after the
contract is entered;

. The contractor has flexibility to incorporate
innovations, use proprietary designs and products and
improve bulldabllity, potentially improving project

outcomes and increasing value for money;
. The cdntractor can maintain project time targets by

starting construction before the detailed deslgn is

finalised, if necessary, at the contractor's risk;

. Accurate cost forecasts can be made before design

commences, on the basis of tender prices;

. The risk of contract claims due to errors and omissions
in the design is low;

. The contractor assums responsibilityfor design and

construction, fitness for purpose of the finished
product, buildability and usually latent conditions; and

. Responsibility for obtaining authority approvals and

meetinS authority requirements can be allocated to
the contractq.

. lf the tender documents are unclear or incomplete, the
desired outcomes may not be achieved without
disputes over interpretation, varlations and additional
expense and delays ;

. Design activities are suspended during a relatively long
tendering period, and progress may be delayed by
complex tender reviews;

. Tender prices will include allowances for the additional

deslgn risk;
. Tender evaluation is complex and mayincrease costs

and euse delays;
. Higher tendering costs and a lower number of

competent tender€rs may reduce competition and

increase tender prices; and
. Changes to the design requlrements are llkely to be

costly, due to their potential to impact on the
contGctor's work and program.
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5 DESIGN CONSTRUCT AND TVAINTAIN

instead of maintenance.

mrlntan.nca atrlrt
end oocB th.t ,r! dlrlsdy
olEln doo ouborrcai

by ds|n end

r Ttrcn b no adnart8p to bc grlrcd by tfic ourncr
m.lntrhlnS tfiG 8ss!t or lrrludng lt ln ! portbllo of lsslts ln
. sp.reE m.lntlnrnoa cont'rcl, rnd thc agqtsy $,thrr to
tandlrdr.IBtof tuJln. mslntllraEbthcoBffin

. Ihc eprcy hls craHbhcd sarder& for m.lntmruor
thc ogartla ncccsry b ffm ltr malman.re
rEqulrEm.ntt

. ltc]!rr! llkdycoatrnd otts bacfit b br Fln.d ftom
aEour.drAtlndGsb orflr.hlmathE d6bn 6HF
lndmlilmrldca.

. The contrador has an incentive to construct a higher
quality product in orderto minimise maintenance costs,

potentially increasing value for money;
. Maintenancc costs can be forecast bcfore design

commenceS;
. The contractor is responsible for the fitness for purpose of

the asset and the maintenance procedures, and the
interfaces betwecn design, construction and malntenence;

and

. The contractor's llability for defectlve work can be

extended beyond what is normallythe limit by law (Syears

in NSW unless a Oeed is entered lnto).

. lf the maintenance requlrements are not clearly deflned
and perfomance measures spccified, the maintenance
work could be belowthe anticipated 5tandards orthe
contractor could cliim extra in order to meet those
standards;

. Variations to maintenance requirements may be costly;

. Most construstion contractoE do not have a maintenance
capability and would subcontract the maintcnance
activities, introducing additlonal administratlon cost5 and

the risk ofconflicts between the constructor and the
maintainer; and

. C6rdination and cooperation betwen the contractor and

the occupietr of the site may not be achieved.
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6 GUARANTEED TVAXITVIUN/ PRICE

The GMP contEct is dcsignad lo liinlt changes to the contract price orcompl€tion date and to reduce contrct managlment effort by incorporating terms such as:

. Not requidng the aontractorto ure prcferred orselected subcontractorsj

. lncluding no proMsion foradditional payment on account of latent conditions;

. Allowing no cost a-d.ilstlientfor inflatlon;

. Reduclng the contrecto/s entitlement to extension5 oftime, for example by disallowing claims on account of inclement wc.ther or industrial disputes,

also allow a bonus for rarly completion, Unless the a8enc\/ dirftts a change to the scope of the project, the contractor must complete the rcrk for the tende.ed lump sum price.

. lt b crluEd thrtfiG.lbcrtld bud&trad th. lrl mt
d,.ndthr rgmcy ls p.lFrcd b EPt ! hEhs
tHdGr prlo! b altl.rr tlE6 t]!!,r.rG mlt

. TIE r8rrEy tu notwlehbcontn l th! dcdSn;

. Tto DAlEt rrqulEm.nfs Gan bc dlnncd dE lywtra
tlndrl!ll!c.lhd;

. Thc l8asy b pttprE4 f ncclsry, b $rifle prDlEt
$opcorqudlty ln ordcrto pl!\rlntdmG orcort 8ruvft,

. Thcre are contrastual mshenisru to inhibit the cnd cost

from exceedingthe original contEct price, by restrictinB
the contEcto/s entitlements;

. Thc contractor ls more likely to complete the work on time
due to limited opportunityto claim dtensions oftime;

. Contrad adminlstration costs are lower due to the limited
scope for claims; and

. Agency-initiated variations that increare th€ scop€ of the
rcrk are discouraged.

. Agency exptrtations may not be met, if prcjcct scope or
quality is reduced to meet cost or time targets;

. Tender prics ar€ likelv to be high, 6 teodcrero need to
price significant additional risk that may not eventuate;

. Tenderer inte.est may be limitcd due to the risks impGed
on the contractor; and

. ContEct prcvisions that limit thr contractor's capacity to
recoup losses may result in disputes.
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7 IVANAGING CONTRACTOR

Target Price) based on the estimated cost of the construction work, and a Target oate or Dates for completion.

The contract is awarded on thebasis of non-price criteria and tendered management fees.

There are many possible variants of a Managing contractor contract. Some commonly used features are described below,

book" approach, and the tendered management fee, The management fee can be a lump sum or a percentage of actual costs.

r 'ltcra arc mrnyorClnmcantunknorrn hdors, sudl as . The agency and the contractor work together to o Success depends on cooperative relationships and the
undcf,hcd sEopa, unprrdlctaHe rtsl6 and drangpablc determine prcject requirements, resolve issues and contractor efficiently managing proiect rislc and
proJcc oblcttlws, thatcannd bG rrsohd b.for" lt ls develop the desi8n, reducinB the risk that the agency's controlling costs;
ncclssarytoletaconFadlnordcrtomccttraproF requirementswillnotbemetandpromotingoptimum . Toachievetheoptimumcostcontrol,theagencymustbe
progrtm; design outcomes; prepared to amend lts requlrements if the contractor

. Proj*tthEatsrndopportJntdasarrErnphxandEqukr . lnvolvementofthecontractorandstakeholdersindesign identifiesacostincrease;
man.gcmcntcollactGlybyth!conuacflnsprltrslnd decisionsfacilitatesthedevelopmentofappropriate . Designdevelopmentworkispaidona'costplus"basis
othar Perddpants; responses to the project objectives; and the contractor has little incentive to expedite

. fhrre !ru manycomplex orffio:hstakeholdcrlntarfaccs . The agency controls the design and can make chango progress in the earlystages;

andruhumshlps; withoutincurringthedisproportionateadditionalcosts, . Contractadministrationiscomplexandrequiresmore
. The Intarrlb of kay partclpalrB ncLrd to br broqht including delay costs, likely with a D&C or DD&C contract; agency resources in the early stages to establish the

togcffilr lariy ln tlc projccti . The contractor assists the agency to control the cost5 prcject scope and objectives;
during the design phase; . Margins on the cost of the work are likelV to be high;
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. tndurtsylnp utand lnnovdm du?hgtt! drsl!,| figr arr
dcslrrbh, forsonpl. to bk!.dv.ntrtp drfiErftnt
tsdrnology, rp€d.lstcphlEudon ngcrtbcorotrrr
oppoaEnltE, :.rr'

r @mphdm lmcs are.ndrllrd ft(r4
. Propdtun{ng b flodblc dnouSh b cop. wlth thc

addl[mal ogedi:c ulr proqrGmG[it lnh!ruotly rttEcb
ductooflrn cdrlllcd ncod*rnd want of ths cortrs&r.

. Once a GCS is agreed, the contractor will not be paid

more unless the atency directs a wriation;
. The contract includs incentiEs for the contractor to

make cost savings;

. Desitn activities can continue during the tender process,

minimising delays;
. lt is possible to commence construction before the design

ls completed, normally once the GCS is agreed;
o fhe need forseparate proied manatement seruices is

reduced since the cmtractor undertakes most project
management fundions;

. The tends pdcs need not allowfo as much risk as for a

D&C contract;
. Tendering costs are lowslnce tenders include only fees

and non-price information;
. The contractor ls responslble for deslgn/constructlon

interface risks and coordination of all subcontractors and
consultants; and

. The contract can incorporate non-adwtrarial
mechanisms fq resolving differences efficiently, such as

the establishment of a dispute rGolution board.
. Can include GMP mechanisms
. Can include Malntenance and Opeetion cfitracts with

abatement mechanisms for non Derfomance.

. Target prices set at the outset, when the scope of the
wort is uncertain, may not be achiewble;

o The GCS is set without compeution and may not offer
value for money;

. The agenoy's expectations may be unreallstic and
agreement on a GCS or tlme targets may not be reached,
leadint to termlnation ofthe contract and significant time
delays; and

r The number ofwllling and competent tenderer is

limited.

ldnsbffMIAS DUII fro.u.6ncnt Plan



8 ALLIANCE

relatlonship facilitatlon. The cntlties work together to achieve agreed outcomes and sha re project risks and rewards, relying on good faith and trust.

engaged through more conventlonal contracting arrangements.

management team, and decisions are made on a 'best for project" basis.

incentives may also be linked to performance targets, such as the payment of agreed shares of savings or the deduction from payments of agreed shares of cost overruns.

available for wilful default such as non-payment or failing to maintain insurance, honour an indemnity or provide audit access.

terminat! the Agreemcnt, for example lf comensus cannot be reached on a declsion.
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. Thrlats and opporarntlcs that arr bcst
managcd ollectlvely bythc partldpants, tBther
than allocaflngtlcm to a slnglc party;

. A rlqulrumcnt fur'darly lnput ftom a raryE of
stakcholdcr, lnCudlng crd urei$

. E(ceElonalh challq.Ulubsucr requlrhgspcclal
stakcholdcrand @mmuntty lnvohEmcnq

o Partlorhr{ydlfforhand complo<sabhddcr,
consultrnt and contraEtor lntcrfaccs and
rclatlonshlps rlquhlngs sprdal mana8Ement

approadu
o A nced for earv advlce from constructlon

lndustry oecrts to hclp dc{nc thc proJ.ct scopc
and rcsohtc lssucs;

. A hlgh prdlc and a rGqulrcment to echlrvc
od"ordlnary outcorGs undcr acraordlnary
dratmstanesi

. Umlted tlme to rgolve lssues and dcf,ne thc
pmjcctscopc;

o Af,Ncdad llmltcd bu*s4
. Wlllngness on thc part of the agency to

partlclpetc ln a Elatlonshlp contr.ct
. Wth olfisr contract arrrurrncntr, these ftctors

trvould placc prc.lect outcomcs at rlsk and
prorrldc moru potenialforclalms and dlsputcs.

o An Alllancc conlract wlll not be sutlabb n

. There is potential for reduced prcject costs,

earlier completion and better outcomes in
general, for special projects under
extraordinary circumstances, through
incentives for cost savings, cooperation and

relationshlp manaEemenU
. lnvolvement of the contractor end stakeholders

ln design decisions facilitates the development
of appropriate responses to the proiect

objectives, provlding potential for innovation to
improve outcomes;

. There is more certainty and less risk for non-
agency participants;

. Fast tracking of the project is possible; and

. lssues that could cause claims and disputes are

more likely to be resolved in the manner that is

best for the prcject.

Success depends on teamwork and the
adaptability, performance and attitudes of
indivlduals;
There are more demands on all personnel

lnvolved, and a change in culture and attitude
may be required for many;

Non-agency partlcipants are requlred to make

extra effort to achieve 'stretch" goals; manage

changes to culture and attitudes; set up
accounts open to public scrutiny; and commit
the best people to one project;

Non-agency participants expect and receive a

substantially hlgher margin (including profit) for
the additional lnput required;

More agenry resources and higher costs are
involved to manage tendering processes,

establish the alliance, maintain relationships
and determine costs;

Quality can be compromlsed to meet cost
targets;
risk allocation may not be clear, and the agency

bears the rislc once the specified liability of
other participants is exceeded;

There is less price competition and less

certainty of obtaining value for money;

Consultant costs for prcject development and

design are likely to be higher; and
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. ThcplrDnncl
contr.cto]3l

unwllllngorumbh toidopttp rt,ud8 ad
oorpgrlE arfu rls nc€ss!ryb wo* as a Ery

. Thc.gtncy b not pGFcn to tnrlrtth.
raiilrccs rcqulrcdto p.JtldFb ln a
ruh0on$lp contrct rd |coqts r rEk 5hdl€
.mrEHncrt

. Thc pmJcct B nbtlnty small ad thc rddltlonal
tendcdry end lmphmcnEtlon coets rre
dbpopo.tbn t! wlth thc ooet d thc wo* end
tfio llldy bencrllts; or

. Mol! @nr/entbn l contncswlll rchlartfie
outcornce nqulrcd, slnothc proJact b nd
eomplcrorthcrr b lltde momforlmprovlry
outcomcJ orlssuascen bc rueolvcd wlthort
contrldor lrflEhcmant cgrly ln thc dcslgn

PtOCcaS.

The agency lees some litigation rights, and
reduced Professional lndemnlty insurance
cor'er is provided by the participants.
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9 PUBLIC PRIVATE PARTNERSHIPS / PRIVATELY FINANCED PROJECT

asset.

(BoT); and desl$, build, finance and maintain (OBFM) schemes are examples of PFPS.

relation to initial capital investment.
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. Tlrltdldlt d r{lllonqmorc;

. Thr srrrlc! ddhrcryprrbd,
Bilcrlly25f;anor moe

. Ttc 
'lqultldsrrylcls 

cln bG spcdfld In tdms of
rncesmHa performanc! ouFuts;

. A lrulm can bc BDvldld b a prfiatr scctordarGlacr,
forsmpL ot,!r ! conesdon orrervlce &llvcry panod;

r Thconall bcdrourn
to be b:ibrthan

hr pncorrariatt rnahodsi
r Tha bardtr warnnttfi. co6t ttm.ad rE oairc.g

llqullld b dcrnloptondcrdo@mcnts snd rctluaE
propogalr, lndrdht lmdcmcnths Ganpcr.br
.smsts.

. The impact of obtaining capital funding can be either
totallv or partially absorbed bythe priEte sector, or
spread over a much longer period than if the proied
were publicly funded;

. Asset development and, where applicable, associated

seruice provision can be more efficient and economiol
when a single entity is r*pmsible;

o There are opportunities and incentives for the
contracttr to dervdop lnnovatiw solutions;

. Asset management considerations cn influence the
design and construction, resulting in lmproved serUce

delivery;
. Desltn, construction and commissioning risks, lncludint

timing rislc, can be alltrated to the pdvate sector;
. Agency reiource requirements and c6ts are lowerfor

construction of the asset;

. Asset management rlsk is allocated to the private sector

developer duringthe maintenance or operation period

of the asseq and
. Where the responsibility for the dav-t&day operation of

the asset r6ts with the dewloper, the agency willmost
likely only be required to manage the aset lease and

monitor a$et management and operation,

o Public misconceptlons about the benefrts of priEte
sedor iniuatives over Government initlauves may haw
to be oercome;

. Specialist contractual experience is needed to assess

fi nanciaftechnical proposals, manage the negotlations
with potential developers and document and manage

the PFP agreement;
. The time and cost inwlved in netotiatint a contract

may be high;
. Tenderer interest may be limited due to the hith cost of

tenderint;
. The quality of the finished product and the seruices may

be compromlsed unless quality requirements and
provisions for confirmin8 performance ofthe services
are clearly doomented;

. lt may be difflcult to demonstrate the real relative cost
benefits;

o The aBency loses some cfitrol of opeEtion ofthe asset
and possibly service quality;

r The agency loses cofltrol of the interfaces with othcr
Government seruices;

. lf the project fails finaniially, the agency will be
required to provide the seruices throuth altematiw
means; and

o Changes to legislation and Government policy can affect
the project, and are more likely to acur due to the long
contract pedod involwd.
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